Merchandise in motion

Voice technology

The end to end solution
A purely paperless process

Experts in action

Minster Logistics Software provides highly
configurable end-to-end solutions optimised
for use by a diverse range of market leading
distribution companies.
Our user-friendly applications are robust and reliable
and designed for high volume, mission critical
situations.
Minster products are tested under challenging
environmental conditions to ensure they will deliver
to the highest standards. This approach has enabled
us to develop a voice-controlled system ideal for
chilled and freezer storage locations.

“

Minster show great flexibility in developing
individual systems to meet client’s needs.
Brakes Logistics
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Productivity

£587,860

£
35 people in
each team

38 hours
each week

Cost of team
per week £11,305

52 weeks
each year

(£8.50 per manhour)

Voice technology
typically increases efficiency by 25%
resulting in an annual saving
of

£146,965

Cost of team
every year

Distribution expertise

Minster Logistics Software is transforming distribution
centres across the UK with easy to use applications
that streamline processes to increase efficiency and
productivity.
The Minster software solution controls all aspects
of distribution operation, including:
Multi-client processing for 3PL operations
Sales order processing
Buyers console for purchase order review
Fully voice control from receiving to loading
Ledgers for financial control
Despatch and loading capability
ePOD and returns functionality

“

We have had the Minster system for eight
years. It is robust, reliable and exceptional.
Marks & Spencer
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Accuracy

31
50 orders
each day

20 cases
each order

260 days
each year

!

3% margin
of error

7800 errors
every year

£

£156,000

£10 product and
£10 admin cost
for each error

Cost of errors
every year

Improvement in accuracy with voice
from 97% to 99.95%
reduces cost of errors every year
by

£154,400

Customer benefits

The return on investment made in Minster’s proven
warehouse and distribution management software
is considerable.
The use of our voice enabled solution has significant
positive benefits including increased levels of
accuracy and productivity with the opportunity
for human error kept to the minimum.
Customers report they are able to advance their
service offering and improve efficiency without
impact on staffing.

“

Minster understands industry specifics,
in fact they know our business inside and out.
Bidvest Logistics
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Contact Minster for a

free no obligation demonstration

of our leading software solutions and how we can

support you to achieve a more productive
and
Call

efficient distribution service for your customers.

01827 55334

Proud of our pedigree

Minster’s heritage and reputation as a partner of
choice is demonstrated by our client base of major
distributors across the UK.
Our people are all highly qualified with lengthy
experience in the logistics and software industries.
The team is lead by Phoebus van Deventer, the
Managing Director, who achieved an enviable
record of success in the logistics arena in his native
South Africa. Upon relocating to the UK, Phoebus
joined Gist at Ocado and later took over
responsibility of its multi-user site in Tamworth.
Phoebus, who holds an MSc in Logistics and Supply
Chain Management from Cranfield University,
acquired Minster in 2011 stating that the company
attracted his attention with three main strengths;
the quality and dedication of the long-serving team,
a robust product portfolio, and
the position of trust Minster holds with its clients.

“

The Minster system copes
with everything we throw at it.
West Mercia Supplies
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Merchandise in motion

Minster Logistics Systems Ltd
12-14 Pebble Close
Tamworth B77 4RD
T: 01827 55334
email@minsterlogistics.com
www.minsterlogistics.com

